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My dog smells, I have to brush him."Love in Action. Character has provided a means for us to
show our dogs in a very clear and obvious method that we treatment about them. We have been
telling them that we love them in a way that they will obviously understand." We must work with
OUR MOTHER EARTH, and Character requires our time and effort. My intention for composing
this book would be to simplify the grooming process into 4 simple steps that will be easy to
understand. The steps that I'll explain in this book will be clear to see, but it will take time and
effort to use the knowledge. Rather than think, "Knowing is not enough, you must apply; willing
is not enough, you must perform" Bruce Lee.My doggie smells, I will wash him," "My dream
would be to create awareness in the significance of properly grooming our dogs. we can instead
think to ourselves, "Grooming is " By brushing them regularly, and keeping their epidermis
feeling good, we are repaying them for all that they perform for us.
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I love his ideology and relaxed approach I am a huge fan of Jun and I follow him about YouTube.
I began grooming my Shiztsu-poodles when i retired. While doing some study on grooming I
found his site. I love his ideology and calm approach. And I am also a Ceasar lover like Jun. Clear
to see. Great advice for anyone!! Grooming is not just about clippering and bathing. There's so
much more to it. Great tips! Good read. There is nothing better because of their skin when
compared to a good thorough brushing to access those shedding hairs! My males look great
and we discover grooming to become a wonderful bonding time. I recommend this book to all
dog lovers. I learned so much from this book, and We am grateful for this. He is so actual and
honest and it shows in his video clips and in his writing.Thank you!!! Excellent! Perfectly written
and quickly examine. It works. Five Stars Outstanding! I will be reading this over and more than.
Thank you so much.!! I love Jun I watch every YouTube video I can from Jun. I feel more able to
continue my path as a groomer, and I am reassured that my instincts are true. I am just starting
out in grooming as a career and aspiring to be like him.
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